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donations in underhanded, often violent
activities.
As helping to free the Hammonds was a
dive into the deep end of politics for Forrest,
so too is Protect the Harvest. With some pride
and a lot of optimism, he says: “We got a good
start and I’m so happy to see PTH on some
steady legs. People know the war on animal
agriculture is real. There is no other PTH out

sored a voter proposition in Missouri, what
you got in the introduction to the proposition
was nice-sounding stuff, but when you dug
down into it you found out that the law would
put animal agriculture out of business and
make it impossible to own a pet.”
Americans who have not been sucked in
by HSUS and its sad, sappy appeals for cash
may still fear its power to disrupt private agricultural enterprises and legitimate businesses such as pet stores and dog
breeders. “A lot of people were scared of
HSUS, but we went out there and took
the battle on to make sure the Missouri
proposition didn’t pass,” Forrest says.
Protect the Harvest
“They spent seven to eight million dolMen acquainted with the field of battle know
lars and I personally spent about one
the difference between
million, and we lost. Fortunately,
beating the other
because it was a voter proposition, the
side in a skirmish
Missouri Legislature was able to
and winning a
change it. I had to promise a lot of
war. The Hamthose lawmakers that I would have
monds were victheir backs, and I did. When all was
tims in the
said and done, the proposition was
comprehensive
rejected with support from the govwar on agriculture,
ernor. HSUS was having a fit!”
and though an
The experience with HSUS
important victory,
revealed a dearth of coordinated
winning their freecountermeasures against the radical
dom was smaller in
groups pushing legislascope than other “food protion in many states. Forducers versus the governrest has got plenty of
ment-radical special-interest
other things he could
industrial complex” clashes.
be doing, but, he says,
Forrest is a fighting man, a
“If I don’t do this,
David fighting the global
nobody else will. We
Goliaths whose aim is to ban
needed a name for
animal agriculture, animal
what we were trying to
ownership, and all beneficial CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Forrest with his mother, Marie, in 1955. ➤At Christmas in 1988,
do and Protect the Harrelationships between humans, Raymond and Marie are surrounded by, from left: Connie Jo Schooler, Carol Cummins,
vest was the best I could
their pets, and the animals that Forrest Lucas, Deborah Taylor and Brenda Harris (kneeling). ➤Five generations of Lucas
come up with.”
boys, from left: Dwayne, Forrest, Raymond, Herman and Ezra. ➤Forrest with his first three
feed them and provide thou- sons, Gregory, Dwayne and Michael, in 1964. They were joined by Tammy, Kathy, Robert
Deceptive and dangersands of valuable products.
ous, the animal rights’
and Morgan. ➤School photo, 1954. ➤Driving a big rig in 1984.
Forrest’s David—Protect
movement has branched
the Harvest—is taking on radical global there fighting for the horse industry, the ag out beyond agriculture and pets to the horse
Goliaths, including the Humane Society of industry, ranching, or the hunting industry.” industry, dog racing, rodeos, county fairs, and
the United States, People for the Ethical Treat- But Forrest doesn’t pretend the road ahead is other human/animal enterprises. Forrest has
ment of Animals, and Direction Action easy. “Ranchers and farmers don’t always get expanded the reach of PTH as well, advocatEverywhere, which employs vandalism, theft along, but we all have got to hang together ing for individuals and industries under
and intimidation in its anti-animal-agricul- and we can beat these other guys.”
attack by extremists. Forrest, however, aims to
ture campaigns. Protect the Harvest fearlessly
Forrest has been watching the environ- turn the tables on HSUS and its vicious sister
exposes these groups, often naming individu- mental movement since he was a young man. organizations. “I want this to get big enough
als who engage in criminal attacks on the “It slowly worked its way through Europe and strong enough, with a staff of good peohuman rights and private property of farmers destroying all kinds of industries.” The animal ple, so we can work with politicians. I want
and ranchers. Without Protect the Harvest, rights’ movement poses a similar threat. For- PTH to be well-known enough that people
the “feel good” narratives pushed by HSUS rest explains the events that led to the incep- will come to us, and in the same way people
and other extremist organizations would go tion of Protect the Harvest: “Now when you worry about HSUS coming after them, I want
largely unchecked, continuing to deceive look at HSUS, you have to keep in mind that the other guys to worry about us.”
countless well-intentioned people, using their these guys know how to lie. When they sponForrest is not a politician, but his political
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affection for the ranchers and their families.
“When we got to Burns, Oregon,” Forrest
says, “there were about 200 people waiting—
which was most of the town. We then went
over to the house they built for Susie when
they found out they would be going to prison.
The ranch house is 52 miles from town and
Susie just couldn’t be that far out by herself. It
all came together so well, and I told Pence that
when the people realized the good thing they
had done, it would be one of the best things
to ever happen for him and President Trump.
Trump won the West when he pardoned
those men.”
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